244	CONTRACTS
Itjvas held that the intention of the parties, apparent from the
terms of the contract, was to submit themselves to English
law, and that the clause removing liability for negligence was
effective. In other words, the contract was more substantially
connected with England than with Massachusetts, and there-
fore the invalidity of the exemption clause in the latter country
• was irrelevant.1
/(iv) Quaere, The fourth and doubtful proposition relates to illegality by
is4Ulla/^lhe JetTjocT'solutionis. It is no doubt true that by English
solution* domestic law an agreement to perform an illegal act is un-
enforceable. In accordance with the domestic doctrine of frus-
tration an agreement to perform what it later becomes illegal
to perform is equally unenforceable. But the question is whether
these domestic rules apply where the illegality exists by virtue
of a lex loci solution^ which is not the proper law of the contract.
At first sight, it would appear from certain judicial statements
that in such circumstances an action to enforce the contract
must necessarily fail. Thus, in one case. Lord Wright described
*the well-known proposition that an English court will not enforce
a contract where performance of that contract is forbidden by the law
of the place where it must be performed'
as too firmly established to require any further discussion.2
It has, however, been convincingly shown that to attribute this
unqualified effect to the lex loci solutions is contrary to doctrine,
since it may involve an unjustifiable disregard of the proper
law if the contract is governed by a foreign legal system.3 This
1	It is true that the judges were a little mystifying in some of their statements,
especially Lord Halsbury, when he said: 'Where a contract is void on the ground
of immorality, or is contrary to such positive law as would prohibit the making
of such a contract at all, then the contract would be void all the world over, and
no civilized country would be called on to enforce it'; p. 336. Does this mean that
the views of the lex loci contractus upon the degree of obliquity attributable to an
illegal contract determines its enforcement in England? The tendency of the
judgments was to regard the stipulation which offended public policy as void,
but not illegal, by Massachusetts law. Fry L.J., for instance (at p. 342), described
a contract in restraint of trade as void, not illegal, at common law. Is it not more
accurate to describe it as illegal and therefore void ? The mere fact that the con-
tract is not void in toto does not remove the taint of illegality from the restraint
itself; see Cheshire and Fifoot, The Law of Contract (;th ed.), pp. 275, 323 et
seqq.
 2	fax v. International Trustee, [1937] A.C. 500, 519. To the same effect,
Lord Sankey in D eBefchev. South American Store$,\_ 1935] A.C. 148, is6;Lord
Normand in Kahlerv. Midland Bank, [1950] A.C. 24, 36.
 3	18 &.rJ3J.L. 107-13 (Dr. Mann); Wolff, op. cit., pp. 444-5; Falcon-
bridge, Conflict of Laws (2nd ed.), pp. 391-4; Rabel, op. cit. ii. 535-9.

